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Tom Benjamin
The Hunting Season

Helen Black
Playing Dirty

It’s truffle season and in the hills around Bologna the hunt is on for the
legendary Boscuri White, worth more than its weight in gold. But when
an American truffle ‘supertaster’ goes missing, English detective Daniel
Leicester discovers not all truffles are created equal. Did the missing
supertaster bite off more than he could chew? As he goes on the hunt
for Ryan Lee, Daniel discovers the secrets behind ‘Food City’. After a key
witness is found dead at the foot of one of Bologna’s famous towers, the
stakes could not be higher. Murder is once again on the menu, but this
time Daniel himself stands accused. The only way he can clear his name
is by finding Ryan Lee...

Things are looking up for Liberty Greenwood. She’s brokered a deal with
the local rival gangster and it looks like the police have finally stopped
investigating her. But when a spate of violence on the estates points to
a hostile takeover bid from a crew from out of the area, Liberty is forced
to take decisive and dangerous action. Meanwhile, Liberty’s partner,
ex-copper Sol Connolly is recruited to join an off-the-books team who
will stop at nothing to infiltrate the new drugs gang, hellbent on sending
kids ‘up county’. As Liberty and Sol attack the same problem from
different angles, who will give out first? And how many people will have
to get hurt?

Read by Jonathan Keeble

Read by Kat Rose-Martin
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Simon Brett
Guilt at the Garage

Chris Carter
Written in Blood

Carole Seddon’s trusty Renault is one of her most treasured possessions.
So when it is vandalised, there’s only one person she will entrust with its
repair: Bill Shefford has been servicing the vehicles of the good citizens
of Fethering for many years. But how could something like this happen
in Fethering of all places? Then the note is shoved under Carole’s kitchen
door: Watch out. The car window was just the start. She has been
deliberately targeted. But by whom and why? Matters take an even more
disturbing turn when a body is discovered at Shefford’s Garage, crushed
to death by a falling gearbox. It appears to be a tragic accident. Carole
and her neighbour Jude are not so sure.

The Killer. His most valuable possession has been stolen. Now he must
retrieve it, at any cost. The Girl. Angela Wood wanted to teach the man
a lesson. It was a bag, just like all the others. But when she opens it, the
worst nightmare of her life begins. The Detective. A journal ends up at
Robert Hunter’s desk. It soon becomes clear that there is a serial killer on
the loose. And if he can’t stop him in time, more people will die. If you
have read it, you must die.

Read by the Author

Read by Thomas Judd
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A.A. Chaudhuri
The Scribe

Michael Connelly
Fair Warning

A killer is targeting former students of the Bloomsbury Academy of Law.
The victims – all female – are gruesomely butchered according to a
pattern corresponding with the legal syllabus. Even more disconcerting
are riddles sent by the killer to investigating officer, Chief Inspector Jake
Carver, offering clues as to who is next and where they will die. Up-andcoming lawyer Madeline Kramer, a former classmate of a number of the
slain, soon finds her life turned upside down by the savagery. And when
she decides to help Carver track down the killer, she places herself in
mortal danger. Can Maddy and Carver unscramble the complex riddles
and save the lives of those destined to die?

Jack McEvoy is a reporter with a track record in finding killers. But he’s
never been accused of being one himself. Jack went on one date with Tina
Portrero. The next thing he knows, the police are at his house telling Jack
he’s a suspect in her murder. Maybe it’s because he doesn’t like being
accused of a crime he didn’t commit. Maybe it’s because the method of
her murder is so chilling that he can’t get it out of his head. But as he
uses his journalistic skills to open doors closed to the police, Jack walks a
thin line between suspect and detective on the trail of a killer who knows
his victims better than they know themselves...

Read by David Thorpe

Read by Jeff Harding
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10 hours 5 minutes
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Joanna Courtney
Iron Queen

Nick Hornby
Just Like You

The Coritani are a matriarchal line of great power, blessed with three
princesses to carry the royal bloodline forward. Confident, fiery Goneril;
fierce, earthy Regan; and gentle, water-blessed Cordelia. The future,
the druids are certain, is secure. But when Goneril decides she wants
power on her own terms, even at the expense of her fragile father, the
princesses’ triple bond is threatened and then tragically broken. Quiet
Cordelia finds herself cast adrift, forced to flee for her life across dark,
stormy seas. Can Cordelia find the strength to challenge her sisters and
their pet druids, and bring truth, right and justice back to the Coritani
before it’s too late for them all?

Lucy married just the sort of man you might expect: a university graduate
who runs his own business. Unfortunately, he turned out to have serious
dependency issues. Joseph is shaking off the memory of his last date,
a girl who ticked all the right boxes and also drove him up the wall.
On an average Saturday morning in a butcher’s shop in North London,
Lucy and Joseph meet on opposite sides of the counter. She is a teacher
and mother of two; he is an aspiring DJ with a wide-open future that
maybe needs to start becoming more focused. Lucy and Joseph are
opposites in almost all ways. Can something life-changing grow from
uncommon ground?

Read by Sally Armstrong

Read by Ben Bailey-Smith
& Hattie Ladbury

12 hours 15 minutes

8 hours 5 minutes
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Quintin Jardine
The Roots of Evil

Dr Amir Khan
The Doctor Will See You Now

When ex-copper Terry Coats was discovered in bed with an air hostess,
his excuse that he was ‘going undercover’ cut no ice with the force – or
his wife. But now he’s been brutally killed on Hogmanay night, it seems
there may have been more to his plea. Dragged from the celebrations,
Special Constable Sir Bob Skinner is shocked to find Coats’ body
alongside that of Griff Montell: his erstwhile protégé, and former lover
of Skinner’s own daughter, Alex. Could there be some dark truth under
Coats’ story, after all? As the secrets start unravelling, Skinner realises he
has gravely underestimated someone close to him – and the effects will
cost him, and those he loves, dear...

Charting his 15 years working as a GP, Dr Amir Khan’s stories are as
much about community and care as they are about blood tests and bodily
fluids. He introduces us to the patients that have taught him about love,
loss and family, giving him unbelievable highs and crushing lows, and
often in just ten minutes. There is the unsuspecting pregnant woman
about to give birth at the surgery; the family who needs support through
bereavement; the vulnerable child who will need continuing care for a
long-term health condition; and the onset of COVID-19 that tested the
surgery at every twist and turn. But, it’s all in a day’s work for Amir.
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Read by James Bryce

Read by the Author
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Graham Norton
Home Stretch

David F. Ross
There’s Only One Danny Garvey

It is 1987 and a small Irish community is preparing for a wedding. The
day before the ceremony a group of young friends, including the bride
and groom, drive out to the beach. There is an accident. Connor is one of
the survivors. But staying among the angry and the mourning is almost
as hard as living with the shame of having been the driver. He leaves the
only place he knows and makes a home for himself in New York. But
the secrets, the unspoken longings and regrets that have come to haunt
those left behind will not be silenced. And before long, Connor will have
to confront his past.

Danny Garvey was a 16-year-old footballing prodigy. Professional clubs
clamoured to sign him, and a glittering future beckoned. And yet, his early
promise remained unfulfilled, and Danny is back home in the tiny village
of Barshaw to manage the struggling junior team he once played for.
What’s more, he’s hiding a secret about a tragic night, 13 years earlier,
that changed the course of several lives. There’s only one Danny Garvey,
they once chanted...and that’s the problem.

Read by the Author

Read by Angus King

8 hours 45 minutes

9 hours
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Simon Scarrow
The Emperor’s Exile

Eve Smith
The Waiting Rooms

AD57. Battle-scarred veterans of the Roman army Tribune Cato and

Decades of spiralling drug resistance have unleashed a global antibiotic
crisis. Ordinary infections are untreatable, and a scratch from a pet can
kill. A sacrifice is required to keep the majority safe: no one over 70 is
allowed new antibiotics. The elderly are sent to hospitals nicknamed ‘The
Waiting Rooms’, hospitals where no one ever gets well. Twenty years
after the crisis takes hold, Kate begins a search for her birth mother,
armed only with her name and her age. As Kate unearths disturbing facts
about her mother’s past, she puts her family in danger and risks losing
everything. Because Kate is not the only secret that her mother is hiding.
Someone else is looking for her, too.

Centurion Macro return to Rome. Thanks to the failure of their recent
campaign on the eastern frontier they face a hostile reception at the
imperial court. Their reputations and future are at stake. When Emperor
Nero’s infatuation with his mistress is exploited by political enemies,
he reluctantly banishes her into exile. Cato, isolated and unwelcome
in Rome, is forced to escort her to Sardinia. Arriving on the restless,
simmering island with a small cadre of officers, Cato faces peril on three
fronts: a fractured command, a deadly plague spreading across the
province...and a violent insurgency threatening to tip the province into
blood-stained chaos.

Read by Jonathan Keeble

Read by Anne Dover,
Laura Kirman &
Charlotte Strevens
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B.W. Black
The Secret Guests

Rachel Clarke
Breathtaking

It is 1940 and the bombs are falling thick and fast on London. The royal
family must do all they can to assure the British public of their solidarity.
But what of the two young princesses? Meanwhile Celia Nashe is
delighted when she finally gets her long-awaited transfer to MI5. But
whatever she was expecting of her mission for the war effort, it wasn’t
this. A crumbling castle in remote, rural Ireland, playing nursemaid to
two girls. Questions are being asked by the locals about the identities
of Celia’s secret charges. And when a dead body turns up at the castle
gates, it will take every effort to uncover the truth, and to stop it from
coming to light.

How does it feel to confront a pandemic from the inside? To bridge
the gulf between a perilously unwell patient in quarantine and their
distraught family outside? To strive your utmost to maintain your
humanity even while barricaded behind visors and masks? Rachel is a
palliative care doctor who cared for the most gravely unwell patients
on the Covid-19 wards of her hospital. Amid the tensions, fatigue and
rising death toll, she witnessed the courage of patients and NHS staff
alike in conditions of unprecedented adversity. For all the bleakness,
she found that moments that could stop you in your tracks abounded.
People who rose to their best, upon facing the worst, as a microbe laid
waste to the population.

Read by Barrie Kreinik

Read by the Author

8 hours 45 minutes

6 hours 40 minutes
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He is her husband. She is his captive. Her husband calls her Jane.
That is not her name. She lives in a small farm cottage, surrounded by
vast, open fields. Everywhere she looks, there is space. But she is trapped.
No one knows how she got to the UK; no one knows she is there. Visitors
rarely come to the farm; if they do, she is never seen. Her husband records
her every movement during the day. If he doesn’t like what he sees,
she is punished. For a long time, escape seemed impossible. But now,
something has changed. She has a reason to live and a reason to fight.
Now, she is watching him, and waiting...

Robert Fabbri
Alexander’s Legacy:
The Three Paradises
Alexander the Great’s sudden and unexpected death has left the largest,
most formidable empire the world has ever seen leaderless. As the fight
to take control descends into ruthless scheming and bloody battles, no
one is safe. As wars on land and sea are lost and won, and promises are
made only to be broken, long-buried secrets come to light in the quest for
the true circumstances surrounding Alexander’s death. Was he murdered?
Could he have been sowing the seeds of discord deliberately, through
his refusal to name an heir? And who will eventually ascend to power
at the helm of the empire – if it manages to survive that long? Can one
champion vanquish all...?

Read by Sarah Lam

Read by Peter Kenny

7 hours 20 minutes

12 hours 5 minutes
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Olivia Hayfield
Sister to Sister

Stephen Leather
The Hunting

Following the scandalous revelations about his love life, Harry Rose is
searching for redemption. His daughters have taken over the helm at
Rose Corp. But while Eliza’s on study leave at Oxford, Maria embarks
on a drive to rid the British media giant of sleaze. Along with her wildly
gifted friends Will Bardington and Kit Marley, enfants terribles of the arts
world, Eliza plans a new golden age of British TV drama. But there’s the
distraction of her childhood playmate, the twinkly-eyed metrosexual Rob
Studley. Guided by Harry, Eliza navigates life as Rose Corp’s new queen.
But after a stellar start, things take a dark turn, and ultimately Eliza will
have to make a choice: career, or love?

British doctor Raj Patel puts his own life on the line to treat the injured
in war-torn Syria. His medical skills help casualties survive against all the
odds. But Raj needs to rely on a completely different set of skills when
he is taken hostage in a dangerous case of mistaken identity. Billionaire
big-game hunter Jon van der Sandt is driven by revenge – his family have
been killed by jihadist terrorists. He has hired ex Special Forces hard men
to snatch the ISIS killers from the desert and transport them halfway
across the world to the vast wilderness of his American estate. But they
grab Raj by mistake. To survive, he’ll have to become as ruthless a killer
as the man who is hunting him.

Read by Jess Nesling

Read by Paul Thornley

12 hours 20 minutes

9 hours 25 minutes
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Jill Mansell
And Now You’re Back

Naomi Miller
Imperfect Alchemist

One magical winter’s night in Venice, Didi fell in love. But it ended – and
he left without even saying goodbye. Now, 13 years on, Shay Mason is
back. Didi won’t let the past unsettle her present: as manager of one of
the most stunning hotels in the Cotswolds, she’s happy at last and soon
to be married. Anyway, Shay isn’t staying. He’s made a promise to his
wayward father, that’s all. He’s going to keep it. And then he’ll be gone.
But Shay’s return stirs up long-forgotten emotions in idyllic Elliscombe,
and the scandal that led him to leave raises its head once again. The time
has come for buried secrets to come to light.

England, 1575. Mary Sidney, who will go on to claim a spot at the heart
of Elizabethan court life and culture, is a 14-year-old navigating grief and
her first awareness of love and desire. Her sharp mind is less interested
in the dynastic alliances and marriages that concern her father, but will
she be able to forge a place for herself and her writing in the years to
come? Young country girl Rose Commin is desperate to shrug off the slurs
of witchcraft which have tarnished life. The opportunity to work at Wilton
House, the Earl of Pembroke’s Wiltshire residence, is her chance. Defying
the conventions of their time, these two women will find themselves
facing triumphs and revelations together.

Read by Charlotte Worthing

Read by Deryn Edwards
& Helen Keeley
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12 hours 20 minutes
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J.D. Robb
Shadows in Death

Emma Rous
The Perfect Guests

When a night out at the theatre is interrupted by the murder of a young
woman in Washington Square Park, it seems like an ordinary case for
Detective Eve Dallas and her team. But when Roarke spots a shadow from
his past in the crowd, Eve realises that this case is far from business as
usual. Eve has two complex cases on her hands – the shocking murder
and tracking down the shadow before he can strike again. Eve is well
used to being the hunter, but how will she cope when the tables are
turned? As Eve and the team follow leads to Roarke’s hometown in
Ireland, the race is on to stop the shadow making his next move...

When Beth was 14, she was invited into Raven Hall, a rambling, isolated
manor house in the English countryside. The family who lived there
were warm and welcoming, and Beth soon became firm friends with
their daughter, Nina. At times, Beth even felt like she was truly part of
the family...But then they asked her to play a very strange game – and
nothing was the same again. Now, after years of abandonment, Raven
Hall has been restored to its former glory and is playing host to an
evening of murder mystery. But why does the tragic past of this imposing
house seem to have such a hold on everyone? Is this really just a game,
or a murder mystery for real?

Read by Susan Ericksen

Read by Tamsin Kennard
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Rachel Ryan
Hidden Lies

Riley Sager
Home Before Dark

All children have imaginary friends. It’s perfectly normal. But when
Georgina’s young son Cody tells her about his ‘New Granny’, a mysterious
friend from the park, the words send shivers down her spine. Georgina’s
beloved mother died only months ago. Her husband Bren is certain the
woman is an invention, Cody’s way of grieving for his grandmother,
but there’s something in the way Cody talks about his new friend that
feels so real. Is someone out there, watching Georgina’s family from the
shadows? Is Cody’s imaginary friend not so imaginary after all?

Twenty-five years ago, Maggie Holt and her parents moved into a
rambling Victorian estate called Baneberry Hall. They spent three weeks
there before fleeing in the dead of night, an ordeal her father later
recounted in a memoir called House of Horrors. Now, Maggie has
inherited Baneberry Hall. She was too young to remember any of the
events mentioned in her father’s book. When she returns to Baneberry
Hall to prepare it for sale, people from the pages of her father’s book lurk
in the shadows, and locals aren’t thrilled that their small town has been
made infamous. As the days pass, Maggie begins to believe that what her
father wrote was more fact than fiction.

Read by Gráinne Gillis

Read by Regina Reagan
& Robert G. Slade
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Noelle Salazar
The Flight Girls

C.J. Tudor
The Burning Girls

Audrey Coltrane implored her father to teach her to fly at the little
airfield back home. When the war in Europe began, Audrey signs up
to train pilots in Hawaii. She is not interested in any romance, even
with Lieutenant James Hart, who fast becomes a dear friend. She gets
caught in the air over Pearl Harbor just as the bombs begin to fall,
and suddenly, nowhere feels safe. Audrey joins the Women’s Airforce
Service Pilots, hoping to make everything she’s lost count for something.
When James goes missing in action, those bonds help her summon the
courage to cross the front lines and give her the faith that they will return
home – together.

Reverend Jack Brooks and daughter Flo are looking for a fresh start and
Chapel Croft appears the perfect place. But this village has a dark and
dangerous history. Five hundred years ago, eight Protestant martyrs were
burnt at the stake. Thirty years ago, two girls disappeared without a trace.
And two months ago, the last vicar committed suicide – but not before
leaving a message for Jack. Jack must uncover the truth, or risk sacrificing
the village to the evils that lie within. But the truth is hard to find, when
everyone has something to hide. And as long-buried secrets of Jack’s own
resurface, faith alone will not save them...

Read by Stephanie Cannon

Read by Richard Armitage
& Hermione Norris
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9 hours 50 minutes
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Helen Black
Hard as Nails

Cathy Bramley
My Kind of Happy

Four months have passed since the shocking death of Frankie Greenwood,
but Liberty Greenwood has managed to keep the rest of her family
safe and expand their criminal empire. But when Liberty and Jay set
out to teach a protection racketeer a lesson things get out of hand.
The Greenwoods find themselves under attack: the Black Cherry is
fire-bombed and Crystal is arrested. Liberty must hold her nerve, make
alliances with old enemies and discover exactly who is trying to destroy
her. But that’s easier said than done with Sol back on the scene, Crystal’s
baby to care for and DI Angel holding enough information on Liberty to
put her away for good.

Flowers have always made Fearne smile. She treasures the memories of
her beloved grandmother’s floristry and helping her to arrange beautiful
blooms that brought such joy to their recipients. But ever since a family
tragedy a year ago, Fearne has been searching for her own contentment.
When a chance discovery inspires her to start a happiness list, it seems
that Fearne might just have found her answer...Sometimes the scariest
path can be the most rewarding. So is Fearne ready to take the risk and
step into the unknown? And what kind of happiness might she find if
she does?

Read by Kat Rose-Martin

Read by Colleen Prendergast
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A.A. Chaudhuri
The Abduction

Michael Connelly
The Law of Innocence

Madeline Kramer has finally got her life back on track at top City law firm
Sullivan, Blake, Monroe. But when two armed, masked men burst into
a conference room one lunchtime, kidnapping a trainee and a partner,
Maddy’s life is plunged into disarray once more – particularly when
charismatic DCI Jake Carver, who caught a heartless killer when they last
met and with whom Maddy shared a mutual chemistry, is called to the
scene. Things become more complicated when a disturbing video reveals
two more trainees have been taken. What initially appears as a random
kidnapping for mercenary gain soon evolves into something far more
complex, the horrifying events of 30 years ago motivating the abductors
and having colossal implications...

Heading home after winning his latest case, defense attorney Mickey
Haller – The Lincoln Lawyer – is pulled over by the police. They open the
trunk of his car to find the body of a former client. Haller knows the law
inside out. He will be charged with murder. He will have to build his case
from behind bars. And the trial will be the trial of his life. Because Mickey
Haller will defend himself in court. With watertight evidence stacked
against him, Haller will need every trick in the book to prove he was
framed. But a not guilty verdict isn’t enough. Haller knows he must find
the real killer – that is the law of innocence...

Read by David Thorpe

Read by Robert G. Slade
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12 hours 50 minutes
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Jessica Fellowes
The Mitford Trial

Sarah Hawkswood
Faithful Unto Death

It’s former lady’s maid Louisa Cannon’s wedding day, but the fantasy
is shattered shortly after when she is approached by a secretive man
asking her to spy on Diana Mitford – who is having an affair with the
infamous Oswald Mosley – and her similarly fascist sister Unity. Thus, as
summer 1933 dawns, Louisa finds herself accompanying the Mitfords on
a glitzy cruise, full of the starriest members of Society. But the waters run
red when a man is found attacked, with suspects everywhere. Back in
London, the case is taken by lawyer Tom Mitford, and Louisa finds herself
caught between worlds: of a love lost to blood, a family divided, and a
country caught in conflict.

June 1144. When the naked corpse of an unknown man is discovered and
the Prince of Powys’s messenger fails to reach Earl Robert of Gloucester,
Bradecote, Catchpoll and Walkelin head to Wales to confirm his identity,
and piece together evidence that the dead man deserved a noose rather
than a dagger. Retracing his steps leads them to a manor with a sarcastic
lord, a neglected wife, a bitter mother and a fevered brother, all amidst
folk who do not want the truth uncovered. The lord sheriff’s men have
to unravel a knot where the law and justice seem to be in opposition.

Read by Rachel Atkins

Read by Jonathan Keeble
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Mick Herron
Slough House

SJI Holliday
Mr Sandman

A year after a calamitous blunder by the Russian secret service left a
British citizen dead from novichok poisoning, Diana Taverner is on the
warpath. Meanwhile, Slough House has been wiped from Service records,
and fatal accidents keep happening. No wonder Jackson Lamb’s crew
are feeling paranoid. With a new populist movement taking a grip on
London’s streets, and the old order ensuring that everything’s for sale to
the highest bidder, the world’s an uncomfortable place for those deemed
surplus to requirements. The wise move would be to find a safe place
and wait for the troubles to pass. But the slow horses aren’t famed for
making wise decisions.

Sophie is bored with her perfectly nice but deathly dull boyfriend
Matthew. Sensing he’s about to lose her, Matthew takes her on a lastditch attempt trip to the seaside, hoping to rekindle their dying flames.
But things take a dark turn when Sophie visits Mr Sandman, a Haitian
priest, who claims that he can change Matthew into the boyfriend that
she wants. But does Sophie really know what she wants? Never has the
phrase ‘be careful what you wish for’ been more apt. Because Matthew
does change...just not in the way that anyone could have predicted.

Read by Seán Barrett

Read by Imogen Church
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Graham Hurley
Off Script

Stuart Johnstone
Out in the Cold

Actress Enora Andressen must find a killer, and there’s no script to guide
her...Carrie Tollman awakes in the middle of the night with an intruder
gazing down at her. He tells her he’s killed before and he’ll kill again.
One word about what’s happened, and he’ll be back. Carrie is one of
two carers looking after Enora Andressen’s favorite scriptwriter. But Pavel
is now paralysed, as well as blind, and it falls to Enora to track down this
terrifying presence at Carrie’s bedside. Enora’s journey takes her deep into
the netherworld of homelessness, neglect, and the unaddressed torments
of people failing to cope with their demons. Nothing has ever prepared
her for this...

After an incident makes remaining in Glasgow impossible, Police Sergeant
Don Colyear is sent to work in a remote Highlands town. His new
Inspector wants him gone and the locals wonder why he’s even there.
Still, Don makes a go of things, striking up a good working relationship
with rookie officer Rowan Forbes. As Don starts to investigate petty
crimes, it soon becomes clear that there is something off about the town.
A string of teenage disappearances has not been given due attention.
Then there’s the gruesome murder of the groundsman of the local
sporting estate. Could the incidents be linked? As Don delves further into
the town’s secrets, it’s not long until his own life is at risk.

Read by Julia Franklin

Read by David Monteath
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Stephen Leather
Drop Zone

Michael Ridpath
The Diplomat’s Wife

The daughter of an American politician has been kidnapped by white
supremacists in Namibia. The kidnappers are demanding their own
homeland in the heart of Africa and want to use the girl as leverage.
The American government can’t agree to the demands but are reluctant
to mount a high profile rescue mission. They need a deniable operation,
and who better than the SAS to do the dirty work? Dan ‘Spider’ Shepherd
is tasked with putting together a team to parachute into the African
badlands to rescue the hostage. Getting to the girl is easy enough, it’s
when they try to get her out that the trouble begins and the bullets start
to fly.

1936. Devastated by the death of her brother Hugh, Emma seeks to keep
his memory alive by embracing his dreams of a communist revolution.
But when she marries an ambitious diplomat, she must live within the
confines of embassy life in Paris and Nazi Berlin. 1979. Emma’s grandson,
Phil, dreams of a tour of Europe, but is nowhere near being able to fund
it. So when his beloved grandmother determines to make one last trip to
the places she lived, and to try to solve a mystery that has haunted her
since the war, he jumps at the chance to accompany her. Their journey
takes them to darker, more dangerous places than either of them could
ever have imagined...

Read by Paul Thornley

Read by Lucy Scott
& David Thorpe
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Craig Russell
Hyde

Dr Richard Tayor
The Mind of a Murderer

Edward Hyde has a strange gift – or a curse – he keeps secret from all
but his physician. He experiences two realities, one real, the other a
dreamworld state brought on by a neurological condition. When murders
in Victorian Edinburgh echo the ancient Celtic threefold death ritual,
Captain Edward Hyde hunts for those responsible. In the process he
becomes entangled in a web of Celticist occultism and dark scheming
by powerful figures. The answers are there to be found, not just in the
real world but in the sinister symbolism of Edward Hyde’s otherworld. He
must find the killer, or lose his mind. A dark tale. One that inspires Hyde’s
friend...Robert Louis Stevenson.

In his 26 years in the field, Richard Taylor has worked on well over 100
murder cases. Taylor draws on some of the most tragic, horrific and
illuminating of these cases to explore some of the questions he grapples
with every day: Why do people kill? Does committing a monstrous act
make someone a monster? Could any of us, in the wrong circumstances,
become a killer? As Taylor helps us understand what lies inside the minds
of those charged with murder, he presents us with the most important
challenge of all: how can we even begin to comprehend the darkest of
human deeds, and why is it so vital that we try?
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Read by the Author
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Introducing A.A. Chaudhuri…
A.A. Chaudhuri is a former City lawyer. Born and raised on the south coast, she now lives in Surrey
with her family. The Scribe is the first in her Kramer and Carver crime series and book 2 follows in audio
in March.
You’ve previously written women’s fiction – what inspired the move to crime fiction?
Crime fiction has always been my favourite genre. For me, there is nothing better than escaping real life
with a page-turning thriller. I love the intrigue, the suspense, the twists and turns which keep readers
guessing and wanting for more, the challenge of identifying and yet not wanting to identify the culprit
because the not knowing is what keeps you reading.
What inspired the Kramer and Carver series?
I have always loved books and TV shows featuring detective duos, but it dawned on me that despite
having had amateur sleuth journalists, doctors, ex-military personnel etc, fiction was lacking a feisty female
London lawyer protagonist who teams up with the police to help solve investigations set in the legal world.
Neither my characters nor the plots were directly inspired by my time as a lawyer...I’m also happy to say no one was (as far as I know!) murdered at
any of the firms I worked at, despite the City being inhabited by some pretty difficult, often deeply unpleasant characters.
Introduce us to Maddy Kramer.
Maddy is a young, ambitious lawyer working at a top City firm. At the start of The Scribe, one of the trainees at her firm, who she knows from
law school, is found gruesomely murdered in one of the conference rooms, and because of her previous connection to the victim and rapidly ensuing
events, Maddy finds herself pulled into Carver’s investigation.
Tell us about DCI Jake Carver.
Carver is a tough, no-nonsense type with an exceptional professional record. Unfortunately, his brusqueness sometimes rubs people up the wrong
way, which doesn’t earn him friends. Although he’s carrying some emotional baggage, divorced with a son he adores but doesn’t see enough of,
I didn’t want to make him the typical hard-drinking womanising police officer cliché. He’s a disciplined man – boxing and coffee are his kicks, his way
of coping with his disastrous personal life.
What’s the dynamic like between Maddy and Jake?
Despite their age difference, Maddy and Jake complement each other perfectly. Carver is drawn to Maddy’s quietly determined spirit and subtle
intellect. Equally, despite his surly demeanour Maddy has huge respect for Carver’s frank approach and strong work ethic…Despite being poles apart
in terms of the material world they inhabit, they both thrive on the thrill of the chase and will let nothing stand in their way of solving the crime.
All this makes for great mutual professional chemistry, as well as a palpable spark of attraction!
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Lyn Andrews
The Girls from Mersey View

Kerry Bell
The Emmerdale Girls

Liverpool, 1935. Monica Savage is delighted when the Copperfields move
in next door and she quickly becomes friends with Joan. Monica pursues
her dream of becoming a hairdresser whilst Joan gets a job at Crawford’s
Biscuit Factory. But there are dark secrets lurking and the arrival of
an abandoned child on the Copperfields’
doorstep changes everything. As war
clouds gather, can the girls make their
dreams reality, or will the families of
Mersey View be torn apart?

December 1944. The residents of Beckindale can’t believe they’re
going through another wartime Christmas but the success of the D-Day
landings has brought some hope to the village. The women of Emmerdale
are navigating their own lives, loves and dreams and as the war draws
to a close, they realise things will never be
the same again. The Emmerdale girls are
going to learn things are never dull where
love is involved.

Read by Julie Maisey

Read by Laura Kirman
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Rachel Brimble
A Shop Girl gets the Vote

Rosie Clarke
The Runaway Wife

Bath 1911. Passionate suffrage campaigner Esther Stanbury works as
a window dresser in Pennington’s Department Store. She has hopes for
women’s progression and will do anything to help secure the vote. Owner
of the prestigious Phoenix Hotel Lawrence Culford has what most would
view as a successful life. But Lawrence is
harbouring shame and resentment. When
Esther and Lawrence meet, their mutual
understanding of life’s challenges unites
them. Can they overcome their pasts?

The hedonism of London in the roaring twenties is a world away from
Annabel Tarleton’s ordinary country existence. Until a chance meeting
with the charming Richard Hansen at a society ball changes her life for
ever. Annabel finds herself trapped inside a marriage that behind closed
doors is cruel. Annabel has no choice but
to flee, and will do everything to save
herself and her unborn baby. But the very
powerful expect to get what they want...

Read by Willow Nash

Read by Laura Kirman
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Terri Nixon
A Cornish Promise

Elaine Roberts
The Foyles Bookshop Girls at War

Cornwall, 1929. Fiona Fox is a devoted volunteer at the local lifeboat
station, giving all her free time and her energy to the selfless crew.
But when she seizes a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to do more, she
sets in motion a chain of events that sparks danger and intrigue at Fox
Bay Hotel. The stranger she brings into
her family home provides an unsettling
presence over Christmas. Fiona must
choose between betraying a close friend,
and keeping her word...

Working at Foyles Bookshop was Molly Cooper’s dream job. But with
the country at war she’s determined to do her bit. She must face the
tribulations of being the ‘new girl’ at Silvertown munitions factory, as well
as the relentless physical work. The happy-ever-afters Molly read about in
the pages of her beloved books have been
lost to the war. And yet the munitions girls
unite through their sense of duty in the
most unlikely of settings...

Read by Penelope Freeman

Read by Helen Keeley
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Tania Crosse
A Place to Call Home

Evie Grace
The Smuggler’s Wife

Thrown together by tragic circumstances some years previously, Meg and
Clarrie’s hard-won friendship eventually brought them both some sense
of peace. But how deep do their feelings run, and how long can their
happiness last? The outbreak of war brings a new set of concerns and
emotions, especially with the arrival of the
evacuees who come to share their home
and lives. Can they unite to form a bond
powerful enough to sustain them through
the darkest days of war?

Kent, 1815. When the beautiful but naive Grace Lennicker falls for Isaiah
Feasey, son of a rival smuggling family and owner of a local tavern, her
sisters try to intervene. Grace is unwittingly drawn back into the world of
smuggling that her sisters fought hard to leave behind, and as violence
erupts, she finds herself unable to stand
by, knowing the rival gangs will kill anyone
who stands in their way.

Read by Charlotte Strevens

Read by Annie Aldington
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Lindsey Hutchinson
The Fallen Women

Elizabeth Murphy
To Give and to Take

Since the death of her parents, orphan Ann Felton has had to struggle
to survive. The grimy and gruelling Black Country is no place for a girl
all alone and Ann is relieved when she gets work at the Bell Inn.
Victoria Beckett and Viscount Richard Wyndham grew up with silver
spoons firmly in their mouths and neither
can understand Ann’s struggles. But
before long Ann will change both their
lives forever...

Sisters Mary and Cathy Ward couldn’t be more different. Fiercely
independent Mary is determined to leave the mean streets of
Liverpool, whereas Cathy is happy with the life she has. But when
both girls fall for the same man conflict threatens to push them
apart, and as they are caught up in their
own troubles, Liverpool erupts in the
Bloody Sunday riots.

Read by Charlie Sanderson

Read by Julie Maisey
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Janet Tanner
Porthminster Hall

Dee Yates
God’s Acre

One dark and stormy night, Louise Polmar seeks refuge at the home of
her former nanny in St Ives and begs her to take care of her baby Mariella.
But Louise never returns. When she is 18, Ella is told the truth and she
decides to try to learn the fate of her mother. But there are dark secrets
at Porthminster Hall, and as Ella begins to
unravel its mysteries, she finds herself in
mortal danger.

As the drums of war begin to beat louder on the continent, 17-year-old
Jeannie McIver heads to the wilds of the Scottish Uplands to start life
as a land girl. Jeannie soon falls in love with life on the busy Scottish hill
farm. She even finds her interest piqued by the attractive Tam, the son
of the neighbouring farmer. But even in
the barren hills, they can’t avoid the hell
of war, and Jeannie’s idyllic life starts to
crumble.

Read by Katherine Press

Read by Lesley Mackie
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Rosie Archer
The Picture House Girls

Rachel Brimble
A Shop Girl at Sea

Eighteen-year-old Connie Baxter works as an usherette at the Criterion
Picture House in Gosport. Here she meets Vera, a cleaner at the cinema,
and her niece, Babs, who sells ice creams. But when Connie falls for
the charming Tommo Smith, her friendships are tested. When Tommo
tells her that he’s a dancing instructor at
a local club her eyes light up. As Connie
struggles with the harsh realities of war,
she comes to realise that life isn’t always
like the pictures...

Bath, 1912. When Miss Pennington sends Amelia Wakefield to study the
department stores of New York, she couldn’t be more excited. Meeting
Amelia on board the Titanic, Samuel Murphy can’t help wondering what
painful history has made the beauty so reserved. But he already has too
many responsibilities for love. And Ruby
Taylor’s secrets are under threat of being
revealed when she accepts sanctuary from
Victoria Lark...

Read by Tamsin Kennard

Read by Willow Nash
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Francesca Capaldi
War in the Valleys

Rosie Clarke
Jessie’s Promise

July 1916. In the Rhymney Valley, young mother Violet Jones is caring for
four-year-old Clarice and baby Benjy on her own while husband Charlie
fights on the Front Line. When tragedy strikes, Violet’s life becomes even
harder and Violet takes in a relative to help make ends meet. As the Great
War takes its toll on the nation, Violet
faces her own battle. Can she protect her
children? And will she ever find joy out of
the depths of despair?

Devon, 1918. When Jessie Hale loses her nursing job, she leaves London
to become a nursemaid to the Kendle family. On arrival she finds the
family in disarray. When their elderly nanny suffers a bad fall, Jessie has
to try to bring the household together and she gradually finds her place
in their lives. Jessie soon starts to love her
life at Kendlebury Hall, but problems arise
when her feelings for her employer start
to change...

Read by Deryn Edwards

Read by Laura Kirman
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Rosemary Goodacre
Until We Can Forgive

Rosie Hendry
The Mother’s Day Club

1919. WWI is over and Amy Derwent is settling into her new life as wife
and mother in Cambridge, with husband Edmond. Edmond’s cousin
Vicky spends her days tending to the soldiers suffering the
after-effects of their time on the battlefield. Meeting Maxim Duclos, a
young Frenchman, fills her heart with joy.
But he’s hiding something. Vicky must
choose to either follow her heart’s desire
and risk her family’s disapproval, or remain
a dutiful daughter...

Norfolk, 1939. The residents of Great Plumstead agree to open up their
homes to evacuees from London. Pregnant Marianne is determined
to make a fresh start for herself. Local lady Thea opens up her
beautiful home, Rookery House, to the evacuee mothers. The ladies
of Great Plumstead are fighting their
own battles on the Home Front – but
can the community come together in a
time of need to protect their own?

Read by Julia Franklin

Read by Patience Tomlinson
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Christina Baker Kline
The Exiles

Kayte Nunn
The Silk House

After being accused of assault and theft, Evangeline is committed to a
prison ship bound for Australia. On board, she strikes up a friendship with
Hazel, sentenced to seven years for stealing. Mathinna is the orphaned
daughter of the chief of the Lowreenne tribe. Adopted by the governor of
Tasmania, she is treated more like a
Soon to
curiosity than a child. Evangeline, Hazel,
be a
TV Series
and Mathinna will all become part of
creation of a new society in the land
beyond the seas...

1700s – Rowan Caswell works at the home of an English silk merchant
where her talent for herbs and healing starts to attract unwanted
attention. Mary-Louise Stephenson weaves a length of fabric with
a pattern of deadly flowers that will have shocking consequences.
Present day – Thea Rust arrives at boarding
school to look after the first intake of girls.
She is to stay with them in the Silk House,
where the shadows hide secrets...

Read by Caroline Lee

Read by Amanda McKay
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Carmen Radtke
Walking In The Shadow

Alexander Thorpe
Death Leaves The Station

1909, Quail Island. On a small island off the coast of New Zealand a small
colony of leprosy patients is isolated but not abandoned, left to live out
their days in relative peace. Jimmy Kokupe is a miracle: he’s been cured.
Healed of his physical ailments and dreaming of the girl he once planned
to follow to a new life in Australia, Jimmy
meets ‘the lady’, the island caretaker’s
wife. Can she help Jimmy forget his
difficult past and find the courage to risk
living in freedom?

A nameless friar turns up at Halfwell Station at the same time that Ana,
the adopted daughter of the station owners, discovers a body in the
desert during her midnight walk. But when Ana returns to look for it, the
body is gone.

Read by Toby Webster

Read by Saul Reichlin
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country-house intrigue of crime fiction’s
golden age to the Australian wheatbelt,
and was written for fans of classic mystery
and crime fiction.
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Stella Duffy
Lullaby Beach

Rhonda Forrest
Kick The Dust

When Lucy discovers the body of her great aunt Kitty, with a puzzling
note and empty pill bottles by her bed, she can’t believe that the
formidable woman who held her family together is gone – or understand
why she has taken her own life. Lucy is determined to decipher Kitty’s
final message. What she finds will overturn
everything she thought she knew about
her family...

After three tours of duty in Afghanistan, Liam Andrews is home safe in
Queensland. His weekly life drawing class helps him manage his posttraumatic stress disorder. Belourine ‘Billy’ is an Afghan refugee who lost
everything before arriving in Australia. After years of upheaval, she’s still
searching for a place to call home. But her
past makes it hard to trust people. When
Liam and Billy meet, they form an instant
connection. But will they ever overcome
the past? And will it be together?

Read by Antonia Beamish

Read by Todd Boyce
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Kerry Greenwood
Tamam Shud

L.A. Larkin
Thirst

In 1948, a man was found dead on Somerton Beach in Adelaide,
Australia. Well-dressed and unmarked, he had a half-smoked cigarette
by his side, but no identity documents. Decades later, the Somerton
Man’s identity and death remain mysteries. From his clothing’s missing
labels, to the tiny piece of paper with
NF
the words ‘Tamam Shud’ found in the
fob pocket of his trousers, this cold case
is brimming with facts that are stranger
than fiction.

Antarctica is the coldest, most isolated place on earth. Luke Searle,
maverick glaciologist, has made it his home. But soon his survival skills
will be tested to the limit by a ruthless mercenary who must win at any
cost. The white continent is under attack. The Australian team is being
hunted down. Can Luke stay alive long
enough to raise the alarm? Can he avert
a global catastrophe? The countdown
has begun. T minus 5 days, 2 hours and
53 minutes...

Read by Kirsty Gillmore

Read by John Telfer
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Noelene Jenkinson
Heartbreak Country

David M. Sindall
Playing The Pools

To overcome her tragic past and move on, Bingun school teacher, Tilly
Schroder, longs to love again but her yearning lies neglected. Instinct tells
her there is more behind the accidents five years ago but how to uncover
the truth? When a stranger returns to the district, change rustles into the
small country town. New information
comes to light, the catalyst for long hidden
revelations. Can Tilly resist his mysterious
appeal to finally break free and leave the
past behind?

In 1960s Liverpool, life is hard for Reggie Kellison. His marriage is stalling,
baby number six is on its way, a fall out at work has put his nose out
of joint and the football team he supports offers little relief. But Reggie
has a plan. If it works it could give him the life, lover, and the money
he dreams of. If it doesn’t, a jail sentence
could be on the cards. Either way, he can
only find out by risking everything and
playing the pools...

Read by Taryn Ryan

Read by Luke R. Francis
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Nalini Singh
Quiet In Her Bones

Vanda Symon
Bound

When Nina Rai disappeared everyone wrote it off as another trophy
wife tired of her wealthy husband. But now her bones have turned up
in the forest that surrounds her elite neighbourhood. The rich live here,
along with those whose job it is to make their lives easier. And somebody
knows what happened to Nina one rainy
night ten years ago. Her son Aarav heard
a chilling scream that night, and he’s
determined to uncover the truth...

A brutal home invasion shocks the nation. A man is murdered, his wife
bound, gagged and left to watch. But when Detective Sam Shephard
scratches the surface, the victim, a successful businessman, is not all he
seems to be. And when the evidence points to two of Dunedin’s most
hated criminals, the case seems cut and
dried...until the body count starts to rise.

Read by Raj Varma

Read by Genevieve Swallow
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Jenny Ashcroft
Under the Golden Sun

Lesley Cookman
Murder Repeated

Wanted: companion to escort a young, orphaned child home to Australia.
All expenses as well as passage covered. Interested parties to apply
without delay to 32 Williams Street, Belgravia. Rose Hamilton is in
desperate need of a fresh start. There are so many reasons she should
ignore the advertisement but she cannot help herself. Within weeks, she
is boarding an enormous convoy, already too attached to five-year-old
Walter Lucknow. But rural Queensland is not as either of them were told
to expect. Rose cannot leave this little boy she’s grown to love until he is
happy. But how will she ever part with Walter? And what if he isn’t the
only reason she wants to stay?

Ten years ago, a missing person story caused a furore in Kent and the
national media. A beautiful young woman with a promising career
as a singer walks home alone from a party and is never seen again.
There is no evidence, forensic or otherwise, and no one is ever arrested.
A decade later Libby Sarjeant is talked into inspecting a derelict hotel in her
home village of Steeple Martin. The body of a young boy is discovered
– but is it anything to do with the mysterious disappearance from over
ten years ago?

Read by Olivia Dowd

Read by Patience Tomlinson
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Lesley Eames
The Brighton Guest House Girls

Mike Hollow
The Canning Town Murder

Thea’s loathsome stepbrother is trying to trick her out of her inheritance
of her parents’ beautiful house in the seaside town of Brighton by means
of a will which Thea believes to be forged. Anna is pregnant and grieving,
her explorer fiancé lost at sea. Her violent father drives her from the
family home in the backstreets of London’s Bermondsey and her fiancé’s
upper-class relatives cruelly reject her. Daisy is in search of independence,
running from a man she doesn’t want to marry. Together the three girls
set up Thea’s home as a guest house and embark on a mission to outwit
her stepbrother by proving his fraud.

September 1940. As the Blitz takes its nightly toll on London and Hitler
prepares his invasion fleet just across the Channel in occupied France,
Britain is full of talk about enemy agents. Suspicion is at an all time
high and no one is sure who can be trusted. In Canning Town, rescue
workers are unsettled when they return to a damaged street and discover
a body that shouldn’t be there. When closer examination of the corpse
reveals death by strangling, Detective Inspector John Jago is called upon
to investigate. But few seem to really care about the woman’s death –
not even her family. As Jago digs deeper he starts to uncover a trail of
deception, betrayal, and romantic entanglements...

Read by Helen Keeley

Read by Simon Mattacks
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Val Wood
The Lonely Wife

Glenda Young
The Paper Mill Girl

1850. Beatrix is just 18 when her father tells her she is to marry a stranger.
Upon meeting her future husband and seeing the marital home, Beatrix
falls in love with the house in East Yorkshire and, with little choice, agrees
to the match. But she does not fall in love with the man...Charles has
chosen her simply to meet the requirements of his inheritance and has
little interest in his young wife. Soon, the only spark in Beatrix’s lonely life
is her beloved children. But to leave her husband would be to leave them
behind too...Powerless, Beatrix must find strength in desperate times.
Can she fight against her circumstances and claim what is rightfully hers?

Seventeen-year-old Ruth Hardy works long hours at Grange Paper Works,
with her younger sister Bea. When Bea reveals that she is pregnant out
of wedlock, Ruth knows even tougher times are ahead. Ruth’s hard work
at the mill does not go unnoticed and it looks as though their luck might
turn when she’s promoted. When the arrival of Bea’s baby girl ends in
tragedy, Ruth is left with no choice but to bring up her niece herself.
Although Ruth’s friendship with the girls at the mill, and the company of
charming railway man, Mick Carson, sustain her, ultimately Ruth bears
the responsibility for keeping her family safe. Will she ever find happiness
of her own?

Read by Anne Dover

Read by Janine Birkett
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Rachel Billington
Clouds of Love and War

Jan Casey
The Women of Waterloo Bridge

Eddie and Eva meet on the eve of the Second World War. Eddie only
wants to be a flyer, to find escape in the clouds from his own complicated
family. However, the Battle of Britain makes a pilot’s life a dangerous way
to flee reality. Eva has her own passionate longing: to become a painter.
When Eva’s Jewish mother disappears to Germany, she is left alone with
her elderly father. Both Eddie and Eva come of age at a time that teaches
them that happiness is always fleeting, but there are things worth living
– or dying – for.

London, 1940. After her fiancé breaks off their engagement, Evelyn
decides to do her part for the war effort by signing up for construction
work on Waterloo Bridge. Grieving after her little boy dies in an air raid,
Gwen is completely lost when her husband sends their younger children
to the countryside for safety. Enlisting as a construction worker, she is
partnered with cheerful Evelyn. The two women strike up a heartwarming
friendship. Musical prodigy Joan’s life has always been dictated by her
controlling mother. When an affair nearly ends in scandal, Joan finally
takes her life into her own hands. She soon finds work at Waterloo Bridge.
Yet there are other troubles for her to overcome...

Read by Joan Walker

Read by Annie Aldington

13 hours 30 minutes

10 hours 40 minutes
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Katie Flynn
Over the Rainbow

Polly Heron
The Surplus Girls’ Orphans

Liverpool, 1939. Olivia Campbell appears to have the perfect life.
However, behind closed doors she lives in constant fear of her abusive
father. Longing for love and affection she begins a relationship with Ted,
a young lad who works in her father’s factory. But her family disapprove
of the relationship. When war comes to Liverpool, Olivia seizes the
opportunity to leave behind her unhappy life and join the WAAF. There
she meets fellow trainee Maude and the two embrace their newly found
independence. Soon Olivia meets the handsome Ralph, and all thoughts
of Ted are brushed aside. Until he returns to her life with some shocking
news that turns her world upside down...

Manchester, 1922. Molly Watson has had enough. Engaged for the last
three years to a penny-pinching pedant, she finally decides she’d rather
be a surplus girl than marry a man she doesn’t truly love. Aware of the
need to support herself if she is to remain single all her life, she joins a
secretarial class to learn new skills, and a whole world opens up to her.
When she gets a job at St Anthony’s Orphanage, she befriends caretaker
Aaron Abrams. But a misunderstanding leaves them at loggerheads, and
damages her in the eyes of the children she has come to care so deeply
about. Can she recover her reputation, her livelihood, and her budding
friendship, before it’s too late?

Read by Anne Dover

Read by Julia Franklin
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Michael Jecks
Death Comes Hot

Priscilla Masters
A Game of Minds

London, 1556. Hal Westmecott, one of the city’s most feared executioners,
reckons Jack Blackjack owes him a favour – and now he’s come to collect
his dues. Hal has ordered Jack to track down his long lost son. But when
Jack’s search draws him to the attention of a ruthless nobleman, a dead
priest’s vengeful brother and finally to a bloodstained body in a filthy
lodging house, he comes to realise he is an unwitting pawn in a mesh of
schemes dreamed up by the most powerful people in England. Just who
is a friend, who is a foe – and will Jack escape with his life intact?

It’s been six years since 14-year-old Marvel Trustrom went missing – six
long years for Marvel’s seriously ill father, Tom Trustrom, who’s desperate
to know what happened to his daughter. DS Zed Willard has always
believed that Jonah Kobi, a serial killer serving life for the murders of
four other girls in the area, is responsible for Marvel’s disappearance.
Can Dr Claire Roget persuade Kobi to reveal the truth and finally confess
to Marvel’s murder? Claire is soon drawn into a battle of wits with a
dangerous psychopath, as well as a world of dark secrets. Can she find
out what really happened to Marvel and fulfil a father’s dying wish?

Read by Kris Dyer

Read by Julia Franklin

8 hours 45 minutes

9 hours 20 minutes
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Charlotte Betts
The Fading of the Light

Lesley Cookman
Murder on the Edge

Cornwall, 1902. Edith Fairchild, deserted by her feckless husband
Benedict eight years before, has established the thriving Spindrift artists’
community by the sea and found deep and lasting love with Pascal.
They have accepted that they cannot marry, but when Benedict returns
unexpectedly to Spindrift House, all Edith and Pascal’s secret hopes and
dreams of a joyous life together are overturned. Benedict’s arrival shatters
the peaceful and creative atmosphere of the close-knit community.
When Edith will not allow him back into her bed, the conflict escalates
and he sets in motion a chain of tragic events that reverberate down the
years and threatens the happiness of the community forever...

Colin Hardcastle has arranged for two men to meet and discuss the sale
of a house. But when Nick Nash – the owner of the property – doesn’t
show, Colin cannot begin to imagine the events he has set in motion.
Perplexed, Colin tells his friends in Steeple Martin, piquing the interest
of Libby Sarjeant and the Reverend Patti Pearson, who finds Nash’s
name strangely familiar. Despite her burgeoning reputation as a supersleuth, Libby is somewhat loath to investigate what seems to be a tragic
accident. But when two of Patti’s parishioners ask for her help, Libby very
quickly finds herself caught up in the mystery. Then Nash’s body is found,
and things take a darker turn.

Read by Emma Powell

Read by Patience Tomlinson
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Cora Harrison
Season of Darkness

Andie Newton
The Girl I Left Behind

When Inspector Field shows his friend Charles Dickens the body of
a young woman dragged from the River Thames, he cannot have
foreseen that the famous author would immediately recognise the
victim as Isabella Gordon, a housemaid he had tried to help through his
charity. Nor that Dickens and his fellow writer Wilkie Collins would
determine to find out who killed her. Led on by fragments of a journal
discovered by Isabella’s friend Sesina, the two men track the murdered
girl’s journeys from Greenwich to Snow Hill, from Smithfield Market to
St Bartholomew’s, and put their wits to work on uncovering her past. But
what does Sesina know that she’s choosing not to tell them?

As a young girl, Ella never considered that those around her weren’t as
they appeared. But when her childhood best friend shows Ella that you
can’t always believe what you see, Ella finds herself thrown into the world
of the German Resistance. On a dark night in 1941, Claudia is taken by
the Gestapo, likely never to be seen again, unless Ella can save her. With
the help of the man she loves, Ella must undertake her most dangerous
mission yet and infiltrate the Nazi Party. Selling secrets isn’t an easy job.
In order to find Claudia, Ella must risk not only her life, but the lives of
those she cares about. Will Ella be able to leave behind the girl of her
youth and step into the shoes of another?

Read by Mark Meadows

Read by Julia Barrie
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10 hours 30 minutes
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D.E. Stevenson
Bel Lamington

Chrissie Walsh
The Girl from the Mill

Bel Lamington finds London a very lonely place – until a young artist
literally drops in on her rooftop garden...Bel, an orphan daughter of
an Army colonel, is brought up in an English village and flung into the
whirl of London life to earn a hard living as a secretary while attempting
to navigate romance, unexpected friendships and urban life. Shy and
sensitive, she is unaware of the pitfalls that surround her. When Bel
is offered a chance to leave London and venture to a fishing hotel in
Scotland for a much needed holiday with an old school friend, things
begin to change. There she learns that you cannot escape from your
troubles by running away from them...

In the drab Yorkshire town of Garsthwaite, Lacey Barraclough works
hard in the textile mill, determined to fight for improvements to the
dismal working conditions. But she hadn’t reckoned on falling in love
with the boss’s son, Nathan. Before Nathan and Lacey can make a life
together, World War I breaks out and Nathan enlists to fight. When
Nathan heads off to the Front, Lucy must find a new way to face the
future. As hard times come to Garsthwaite, will there be a home for
the returning heroes to come back to? And for those men who do make it
back from France, can they ever outrun the horrors they have witnessed,
and learn to love again?

Read by Patience Tomlinson

Read by Anne Dover
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10 hours 20 minutes
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Introducing the Gaslight Mysteries...
Cora Harrison published 26 children’s books before turning to adult novels. Cora lives on a farm near
the Burren in the west of Ireland and the Gaslight Mysteries is a new historical crime series featuring
Charles Dickens and Wilkie Collins.
What inspired you to write a series featuring Charles Dickens and Wilkie Collins?
I had been reading the collected letters of Charles Dickens and somehow, I got a great flavour of his
personality from them, and of the warm personal friendship between the two men. I think that Dickens felt
that he could relax with Wilkie, that he did not have to compete, or to impress; that Wilkie’s warm, friendly
nature allowed him to be himself.
How did you go about researching the historical setting and bringing the era to life?
Well, that is no trouble to me, as I am a voracious reader and have the good fortune to be a fast reader,
also. I visit the second-hand book shops in Hay-on-Wye, pick out a box full of books, then spend a couple of
months enjoying myself. Matters of dates etc. can easily be checked on Google, but nothing beats a book written by an enthusiast. I have a book
written by Peter Ackroyd on Dickens. I got it in 1990 and have been re-reading it ever since. Its 1,195 pages are quite dog-eared and adorned with
crumpled post-it notes. I have, in fact, a couple of shelves filled with books about Dickens, but always come back to Peter Ackroyd who is, in my
opinion, the biographer sans parallel.
Introduce us to the detective duo.
Well, of course, there was a twelve-year age gap between the two men and for quite some time Dickens was the employer and patron of
Wilkie. They met first in the spring of 1851, when they were aged respectively 27 and 39. The introduction came via their mutual friend,
Augustus Egg, who recruited Collins to Dickens’s amateur theatrical company. But in a quiet way, Wilkie had a great influence over
Dickens, and Dickens who was a very driven character, found that he could relax and was more at ease with Wilkie than with any of his other
numerous friends.
What are you looking forward to most about hearing Season of Darkness in audio?
I’m so looking forward to listening to how Dickens sounded. In 1858, around the time when my novels about Dickens are set, Dickens himself read
to the people of Cork, my home city in the south of Ireland. He read in the Imperial Hotel and all of my life, every time I passed that hotel, I have
tried to picture Dickens doing a reading there in a time when my great-grandparents may well have heard him.
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Sadie Ryan
When He Finds You

Mary Kelly
The Spoilt Kill

Gemma’s business is on the brink of collapse. So when a stranger
offers financial help, Gemma ignores the red flags and accepts out
of desperation. The condition? Just companionship – that’s all the
stranger wants. But when things seem too good to be true, it’s often
because they are – and soon Gemma
finds herself being dragged into a twisted,
dangerous world...

1950s Staffordshire. Within the clay tanks at the pottery company
Shentall’s, a body has been found. Amid cries of industrial espionage and
sabotage of the leader of the pottery industry, there is a case of bitter
murder to solve for Inspector Hedley Nicholson.

Read by Karen Cass

Read by David Thorpe
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Gina Hollands
Little Village of Second Chances

John Dickson Carr
Castle Skull

Ex-fireman and farmer Shay McGillen has plenty of reasons not to give
Sarah Pickering a chance when she turns up in his Yorkshire village. After
all, she is only there to try and convince the villagers to sell up so her
company can build a bypass. But when an unexpected blizzard leaves
Sarah stranded in Shay’s home, he soon
realises that they are more alike than he
could have imagined...

A dark shadow looms over the Rhineland where Inspector Henri Bencolin
and his accomplice Jeff Marle have arrived from Paris. Entreated by
the Belgian financier D’Aunay to investigate the gruesome and grimly
theatrical death of actor Myron Alison, the pair find themselves at the
imposing hilltop fortress Schloss Schadel,
in which a small group of suspects are
still assembled.

Read by Laura Kirman

Read by John Telfer
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Angela Barton
Magnolia House

E.C.R. Lorac
Checkmate to Murder

Rowan Forrester has it all – the happy marriage, the good friends,
the promising business and even the dream home after she and her
husband Tom win a stunning but slightly dilapidated Georgian townhouse
at auction. But then Rowan’s picture-perfect life comes crashing down.
To make ends meet she begins a search
for housemates, and in doing so opens the
door to new friends and new beginnings.

On a foggy night in Hampstead, London, a party has gathered in an
artist’s studio to weather the wartime blackout. A civil servant and
a government scientist match wits in a game of chess, while Bruce
Manaton paints the portrait. In the kitchen, Rosanne Manaton prepares
tea. But when the murder of ‘Old Mr F’ is
discovered, it’s not long before Inspector
Macdonald of Scotland Yard is called to
the scene.

Read by Annie Aldington

Read by David Thorpe

9 hours 5 minutes
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Neil Broadfoot
The Point of No Return

Alys Clare
The Outcast Girls

After more than a decade of being in prison for the brutal murder of two
Stirling University students, Colin Sanderson has been released after his
conviction was found to be unsafe. Sanderson refuses police protection,
even in the face of a death threat. But the PR firm that has scooped him
up to sell his story does know of a protection expert in Stirling. They
want Connor Fraser. When a body is found, mutilated in the same way as
Sanderson’s victims were, all eyes fall on the released man. But how can
he be the killer when Connor’s own security detail gives him an alibi?

London, 1881. Lily Raynor, owner of the World’s End Investigation
Bureau, is growing increasingly worried. Work is drying up, finances are
tight and she cannot find enough for her sole employee, Felix Wilbraham,
to do. So when school teacher Georgiana Long arrives, with a worrying
tale of runaway pupils, it seems like the answer to her prayers. Disguised
as the new assistant matron, Lily joins the Shardlowes School staff. But
there are undercurrents at Shardlowes, and the shadowy, powerful men
who fund the school’s less fortunate pupils loom larger as Felix’s own
investigations unfold. Felix can’t shake off his fear that Lily is in danger –
and soon, his premonitions come frighteningly true...

Read by Angus King

Read by Lucy Scott

10 hours 20 minutes

9 hours 30 minutes
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Patricia Dixon
Resistance

Noel Fitzpatrick
How Animals Saved My Life

At the end of the Second World War, Dottie Tanner locked away the
past, blocking out the heartache she experienced as a special operative
working alongside the Resistance. Sixty years later, Dottie remains
independent and proud of everything she has achieved, but time is
running out. Watching the VE Day celebrations on television reignites
a flame. After a lifetime of resisting the lure of France, she decides to
face her demons. Taking her granddaughter, Maude, along for company,
Dottie’s trip down memory lane soon turns into a voyage of discovery that
tests lifelong friendships and means facing old foes. But how will Dottie
cope when her whole world is turned upside down?

Being the Supervet
It has been 30 years since Noel Fitzpatrick graduated as a veterinary
surgeon, and that 22-year-old from Ireland is now one of the leading
veterinary surgeons in the world. The journey to that point has seen Noel
treat thousands of animals. Noel shares the moving and often funny
stories of the animals he’s treated and the unique ‘animal people’ he has
met along the way. He reflects on the valuable lessons of Integrity, Care,
Love and Hope that they have taught him – lessons that have sustained
him through the unbelievable highs and crushing lows. Honest and
deeply personal, this is about how animals have saved Noel’s life – and
can yours too.
NF

Read by Charlotte Worthing

Read by the Author

11 hours 50 minutes

14 hours 50 minutes
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Felicity Hayes-McCoy
The Heart of Summer

Peter James
Alchemist

It’s summer in Finfarran on the west coast of Ireland. Librarian Hanna
Casey is looking forward to balmy evenings with her boyfriend Brian. With
family drama and a painful divorce behind her, Hanna is making plans
with Brian for the future. Then, Brian’s adult son moves in with them, and
Hanna re-encounters Amy, one of three girls with whom she shared a
London flat in her twenties. When Amy suggests a visit to London’s bright
lights and a flatmates’ reunion, Hanna accepts. But, while it might be a
short hop to England, somehow she feels like she’s leaving Brian too far
behind. And when Hanna is given a new opportunity, she realises she has
tough choices to face...

Monty Bannerman’s father is a leading genetic scientist, and Nobel Prize
winner, whose company has just been taken over by what will soon be
the world’s biggest pharmaceutical giant. He had some misgivings about
their company ethics – but ultimately, he needs their money, and they
need his mind. Then a journalist comes to Monty’s door, with a far-fetched
story about the pharmaceutical company. She doesn’t believe what she’s
being told for a moment – but within a few short weeks, events are
making the apparently fantastic claims look horrifyingly like the truth.
Behind the respectable facade of the multinational company which calls
itself the ‘World’s Most Caring Company’ lies an outrage against the
whole human race...

Read by Deirdre O’Connell

Read by Katherine Press
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Vaseem Khan
Midnight at Malabar House

Andy McDermott
The Hunt for Atlantis

Bombay, 1949. As India celebrates the arrival of a momentous new
decade, Inspector Persis Wadia stands vigil in the basement of Malabar
House, home to the city’s most unwanted unit of police officers. When
the phone rings to report the murder of prominent English diplomat Sir
James Herriot, the country’s most sensational case falls into her lap. As
1950 dawns and India prepares to become the world’s largest republic,
Persis, accompanied by Scotland Yard criminalist Archie Blackfinch, finds
herself investigating a case that is becoming more political by the second.
Navigating a society in turmoil, Persis, smart, stubborn and untested in
the crucible of male hostility that surrounds her, must find a way to solve
the murder.

Archaeologist Nina Wilde believes she has found the location of the
lost city of Atlantis and now she wants the opportunity to prove her
theory. With the help of ex-SAS bodyguard Eddie Chase and beautiful
heiress Kari Frost, Nina faces a breakneck race against time around the
world, pursued at every step by agents of the mysterious and murderous
Brotherhood of Selasphoros. From the jungles of Brazil to the mountains
of Tibet, from the streets of Manhattan to the depths of the Atlantic
Ocean, the hunt for Atlantis leads to a secret hidden for 11,000 years
which in the wrong hands could destroy civilization as we know it...

Read by Maya Soraya

Read by Simon Mattacks

10 hours 40 minutes

14 hours 45 minutes
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M.B. Shaw
Murder at the Castle

Jennifer Wells
The Liar

Iris Grey arrives at Pitfeldy Castle in the Highlands, at the request of the
Baron, Jock MacKinnon. Jock has commissioned Iris to paint a portrait
of his fiancée, American socialite Kathy Miller, ahead of their New Year
wedding. Kathy invites Iris into her confidence, she’s received a series
of threatening notes asking her to call off the wedding. Iris begins to
investigate, and when remains are discovered in the grounds of the
castle, she fears for Kathy’s safety. With the wedding fast approaching,
Iris once again enters a world of family feuds, romantic intrigue, buried
secrets and murder.

What would you do if you saw a girl in a crowd whose face had the same,
identical birthmark as your only child? A child who, nearly ten years ago,
you were told died? It’s 1935 and housewife Emma glimpses a face in a
crowd – a little girl with a very unique birthmark. Transfixed by the sight
of a stranger; Emma becomes convinced that the girl is her long-lost
daughter taken from her at birth. There is only one problem: Emma’s
daughter is dead. So who is the stranger?

Read by Penelope Rawlins

Read by Aimee Goodall
& Patience Tomlinson
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10 hours 5 minutes
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Beth Corby
Leave It to Fate

Jane Heafield
Dead Cold

Just as 29-year-old Ella loses her dream job after an unfortunate incident,
her phone rings. Her aunt Gillian, who lives in a tiny mountain village, has
had a fall and needs her help. Ella agrees to go, looking forward to a few
quiet weeks to work out what to do with her life. With Gillian struggling
after the recent loss of her partner, Mike, Ella promises herself that she
will show Gillian that life is still worth living – and will certainly not be
distracted from her new purpose by Joe, Mike’s disconcertingly handsome
nephew...Has Fate brought Ella and Gillian together at just the right time
for them both?

When an anonymous call sends police to a house in Sheffield, a dead
couple are discovered in the kitchen. When Detective Inspector Lizzie
Miller is handed the investigation, she is thrilled. But when her boss is
involved in a traffic collision the investigation is stripped from her and
given to DCI Bennet. But Miller refuses to quit. Soon Bennet realises that
Miller is interfering with his investigation and warns her off the case.
However, when a link is made to a cold case, she is drawn in deeper.
Then, when the police realise the victims aren’t who they think they are,
the mystery is blown wide open...Will Miller be able to solve the case and
keep her career intact?

Read by Helen Keeley

Read by Colleen Prendergast

10 hours 25 minutes
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Holly Hepburn
Coming Home to Brightwater Bay

Ben Kane
Lion Heart

On paper, Merina Wilde has it all: a successful career writing romantic
novels, a perfect carousel of book launches and parties, and a childhood
sweetheart. But Merry has a secret: she can’t summon up the sparkle that
makes her stories shine. As her deadline whooshes by, her personal life
falls apart too. Merry escapes to the windswept Orkney Islands, locking
herself away in a secluded clifftop cottage to try to heal her heart and
rediscover her passion for writing. But can the kindness of strangers help
Merry to fool herself into believing in love again, if only long enough to
finish her book? Or is it time for her to find something new to set her
soul alight?

1179. Henry II is King of England, Wales, Ireland, Normandy, Brittany and
Aquitaine. The House of Plantagenet reigns supreme. But there is unrest in
Henry’s house. Not for the first time, his family talks of rebellion. Crossing
the English Channel, Richard, the king’s son, is plunged into a campaign
to crush rebels in Aquitaine. The bloody battles and gruelling sieges which
followed would earn Richard the legendary name of Lionheart. Richard’s
older brother, Henry, is infuriated by his sibling’s newfound fame. Soon it
becomes clear that the biggest threat to Richard’s life may not be rebel
or French armies, but his own family...

Read by Karen Cass

Read by Philip Stevens
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15 hours 10 minutes
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Georgia Kaufmann
The Dressmaker of Paris

Sarah Maine
Alchemy and Rose

Rosa Kusstatscher has built a global fashion empire upon her ability to
find the perfect outfit for any occasion. But tonight, as she prepares for
the most important meeting of her life, her usual certainty eludes her. As
she struggles to select her dress and choose the right shade of lipstick,
Rosa begins to tell her incredible story. The story of a poor country girl
from a village high in the mountains of Italy. Of Nazi occupation and
fleeing in the night. Of hope and heartbreak in Switzerland; glamour and
love in Paris. Of ambition and devastation in Rio de Janeiro; success and
self-discovery in New York. A life spent running, she sees now. But she
will run no longer.

1866. Will Stewart is one of many who have left their old lives behind to
seek their fortunes in New Zealand’s last great gold rush. Rose is about
to arrive on the shores of South Island when a storm hits and her ship is
wrecked. She is snatched from the jaws of death by Will. Drawn together
by circumstance, they stay together. But after a terrible misunderstanding
they are cruelly separated, and their new found happiness is shattered.
As Will chases Rose across oceans and continents, he must come to terms
with the possibility that he might never see her again. And if he does, he
will have to face the man who took her...

Read by Karen Cass

Read by Toby Webster

13 hours 5 minutes

11 hours 35 minutes
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Robin Morgan-Bentley
The Wreckage

Sarah J. Naughton
The Festival

Things will never be the same again...Ben is driving on the motorway,
on his usual commute to the school where he works. A day like any
other, except for Adam, who in a last despairing act jumps in front of
Ben’s car, and in killing himself, turns the teacher’s world upside down.
Wracked with guilt and desperate to clear his conscience, Ben develops
a friendship with Alice, Adam’s widow, and her seven-year-old son Max.
But as he tries to escape the trauma of the wreckage, could Ben go too
far in trying to make amends?

Four women. One weekend. Not all of them will survive. Orly, Lenny, Mel
and Thea have been best friends since school. But now it is 20 years
later and inevitably they have drifted apart. It is Lenny’s 40th birthday,
plus Orly and Mel need cheering up, so Thea suggests a weekend away
at a festival in their hometown. It’s a chance for them all to reconnect.
But their holiday soon takes a sinister turn, and not all of the friends will
leave the festival alive…

Read by Emilia Fox, Jack Hawkins
& Kobna Holdbrook-Smith

Read by Karen Cass
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Lisa Scottoline
Exposed

Helen Whitaker
I Give It a Year

When Mary DiNunzio takes on a case, she is determined to win, despite
the fact that her partner Bennie Rosato is representing the opposition. A
war of wills and legal strategy between Mary and Bennie forces everyone
in the company to choose a side, and the law firm faces being torn apart.

It’s New Year’s Eve, and Iris has just found out that her husband, Adam, is
cheating on her. Furious, she kicks him out, and enlists her Dad to move
in and help with the children whilst she tries to mend her broken heart.
But her Dad soon starts to display signs of Alzheimer’s, and Iris realises
that if she loses her partner, she’ll be managing an awful lot on her own.
Soon, she realises that Adam wasn’t the only one taking their marriage
for granted, and for the sake of the children she decides to give him one
more chance. But is it braver to stay than to run? And can anyone fall in
love with the same person twice?

Read by Katherine Fenton

Read by Helen Keeley
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Lorraine Brown
Uncoupling

C.J. Cooper
The Verdict

Hannah and Si are in love and on the same track – that is, until their train
divides on the way to a wedding. The next morning, Hannah wakes up in
Paris and realises that her boyfriend (and her ticket) are 300 miles away
in Amsterdam! But then Hannah meets Léo on the station platform, and
he’s everything Si isn’t. Spending the day with him in Paris forces Hannah
to question how well she really knows herself – and whether, sometimes,
you need to go in the wrong direction to find everything you’ve been
looking for...

One morning, a jury summons arrives on Natalie’s doorstep. She is one of
twelve people to decide whether a man is innocent or guilty of a horrific
crime. But in the weeks after the trial, Natalie can’t shake the feeling that
the verdict was a terrible mistake. That they let a guilty man walk free. So
when she crosses paths with the accused by chance, she decides to do
whatever it takes to find the truth. Because as Natalie knows, sometimes
you have to take justice into your own hands.

Read by Anna Acton

Read by Helen Keeley

8 hours 50 minutes

9 hours 10 minutes
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Caroline Dunford
Hope for the Innocent

R.J. Ellory
Proof of Life

1939. World War II is looming, Oswald Mosley has awoken fascist
sympathies among the British aristocracy and, in London, socialites are
gathering for the start of the season. Enter astute, Oxford graduate Hope
Stapleford, whose quick wit, love of books and keen observations set her
apart from her peers. Her rebellious friend, Bernadette, has persuaded
her to take part in the season and when an innocent, young debutante
goes missing from their very first house party, feared to have been
kidnapped or worse, Hope’s curiosity is piqued. With Bernie and their
new acquaintance, the amiable rogue Harvey, Hope soon finds herself
thrust into a web of political intrigue that threatens the very heart of
the nation...

Stroud, a former war photographer, has seen things no one should
have to see. He left the front line before his luck ran out. His best friend
and mentor, Vincent Raphael, was not so fortunate. His car ran over an
explosive device and that was the last time anyone saw him – until two
months ago when he was photographed in Istanbul. Stroud doesn’t
believe it for a second. But his old editor is paying him to go out there
and prove it. Stroud’s journey will take him from London, to Istanbul, to
Amsterdam and Berlin on the trail of a shadow. A man who not only
should be dead – but may never have existed...

Read by Laura Kirman

Read by Steve Newman

8 hours 15 minutes
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Erin Green
New Beginnings at Rose Cottage

Alexis Landau
Those Who Are Saved

When solo travellers Benni, Emma and Ruth find themselves holidaying
together at charming Rose Cottage in Brixham, Devon, they are initially
disappointed to be sharing with strangers of a different age group. But
‘friendship and home comforts’ are guaranteed at Rose Cottage and
soon a bond blossoms between the women, who each have valuable life
lessons to share. As the summer unfolds, Benni, Emma and Ruth begin
to realise that age is just a number. Before their time at Rose Cottage
ends, will they take the chance to grasp the dreams that are now within
their reach?

On the cusp of World War II, a young mother is faced with an impossible
choice. Vera is a Russian Jewish émigré to France, newly wed – but her
marriage cannot protect her or her four-year-old-daughter, Lucie, once the
Nazis occupy the country. After receiving notice that all foreigners must
report to an internment camp, Vera must decide: does she subject Lucie
to the horrid conditions of the camp, or put Lucie into hiding with her
beloved and trusted governess, safe until Vera can retrieve her? Surely
the war will end soon...And so begins a heart-breaking journey and
separation...and an unpredictable fate for a mother and her daughter.

Read by Helen Keeley, Rosalind
Steele & Genevieve Swallow

Read by Helen Keeley
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Anna North
Outlawed

Cate Quinn
Black Widows

The day of her wedding, 17-year-old Ada’s life looks good; she loves
her husband, and she loves working as an apprentice to her mother, a
respected midwife. But after a year of marriage and no pregnancy, in a
town where barren women are routinely hanged as witches, her survival
depends on leaving behind everything she knows. She joins up with the
notorious Hole in the Wall Gang, a band of outlaws led by a preacherturned-robber known to all as the Kid. The Gang hatches a treacherous
plan that may get them all killed. Ada must decide whether she’s willing
to risk her life for the possibility of a new kind of future for them all.

Blake’s dead. His wife killed him. The question is, which one? Rural
Utah is a vast, empty landscape where whole communities can be
forgotten. Against the wishes of his family and the laws of the Mormon
church elders, Blake Nelson has adopted the old polygamous ways and
lives alone with his three wives on an isolated homestead miles from
anywhere. That is, until his dead body is discovered.

Read by Cynthia Farrell

Read by Stephanie Cannon,
Katherine Fenton
& Jennifer Woodward
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Helen Rolfe
The Kindness Club on
Mapleberry Lane

Ingrid Seward
Prince Philip Revealed

Veronica Beecham’s cottage is the neatest house on Mapleberry Lane.
But Veronica has a secret: she’s hardly left her perfect home in years.
Then her granddaughter, Audrey, arrives and Veronica’s orderly life is
turned upside down. Shy and lonely, Audrey is struggling to find her
place in the world. As a bond begins to form between the two women,
Audrey develops a plan to give her gran the courage to reconnect with
the community – they’ll form a kindness club, with one generous action
a day to help someone in the village, and perhaps help each other at the
same time.

Born into the Greek and Danish royal families in 1921, a descendant
of Queen Victoria, Prince Philip’s aristocratic credentials were second to
none. But, only 18 months after his birth, the family had to be rescued
by a British warship from the island of Corfu after his father was exiled.
At the age of 18, while studying at Dartmouth Naval College, he was
asked to look after the King’s two daughters, Elizabeth and her sister
Margaret, during a royal visit. It was their first proper meeting and, only
eight years later, their marriage in 1947 brought new light to the country
after the perils of the war. But their lives were transformed when in 1952
she became Queen Elizabeth II.

A Man of his Century

NF

Read by Helen Keeley

Read by Julie Teal
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Introducing Vaseem Khan...
Vaseem Khan works at University College London for the Department of Security and Crime Science.
Elephants are third on his list of passions, first and second being great literature and cricket, not always
in that order. Midnight at Malabar House is the first in a new series.
Tell us about the inspiration behind the new series and the move away from the Baby Ganesh Agency.
The Baby Ganesh Agency series is set in modern Mumbai, where I lived for a decade during my twenties.
It’s an incredible, tumultuous city with the legacy of many conquerors in its DNA...Inevitably, I wanted to
learn about Mumbai’s past – when it was still Bombay. In particular, I was fascinated by the period just after
Indian Independence, when the country was in social turmoil. Much of what happened then is responsible
for the India we see today.
What makes Bombay at the time of Partition an interesting setting?
Partition was a cataclysm for the subcontinent. Two million dead, millions displaced, Gandhi assassinated.
In 1950, the setting for Midnight at Malabar House, the shadow of that violence hangs over Bombay. Yet
it remains a city of good times, with tens of thousands of foreigners still living there after Independence. That mixture of light and dark is the perfect
canvas for crime fiction.
Introduce us to Inspector Persis Wadia.
The novel opens on New Year’s Eve 1949 with Persis alone in the basement office of Malabar House, a police station where outcasts on the force are
banished. She’s India’s first and only female police inspector – operating in a very misogynistic environment. The phone rings...and suddenly she finds
herself investigating the murder of a top British diplomat.
What’s your favourite quality about her?
Persis lost her mother aged seven. Raised by her father, Sam Wadia – cantankerous owner of Bombay’s oldest bookshop – she’s grown up a loner,
strong-willed and ambitious. She became a policewoman because she was told women couldn’t be police officers in India. That tells you everything you
need to know about her!
Did you discover any interesting facts you didn’t know previously whilst researching?
That Gandhi was nominated five times for the Nobel Peace Prize but never won! And that, in 1931, Gandhi met Charlie Chaplin in London’s Canning
Town – just yards from where I now live.
How important is it that your books are available in audio as well as traditional formats?
I’m an avid audiobook listener. I think they bring us much closer to the narrative, adding another dimension to the experience of ‘reading’ a book. My
books lend themselves to audio because there are so many things that can be brought to life: the raucousness of India, quirky characters, and, hopefully,
absorbing mysteries.
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Adam Kay
Kay’s Anatomy

David O’Connell
The Revenge Of The Invisible Giant

A Complete (And Completely Disgusting)
Guide To The Human Body

Years ago, the Fjurge Brownies fled, pursued by a stone giant, bearing
the seedling of the Wyrdie Tree in Dundoodle. When he hears that the
brownies lost their magical Book Of Earth in the process, Archie McBudge
is determined to find it for them. Only trouble is, the book was locked in a
tunnel – the key to which was broken into
four pieces...

Do you ever think about your body and how it all works? The human
body is extraordinary and fascinating, and,
NF
well...pretty weird. This book is going to
tell you what’s actually going on in there,
and answer the really important questions.
So sit back, relax, and let a doctor take you
on a tour of your insides.
Read by Adam Kay

Read by Angus King
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Robert Swindells
Room 13

Joe Wilson
The Island That Didn’t Exist

There is no room number thirteen in The Crow’s Nest hotel, where Fliss
and her friends are staying on a school trip. Or is there? For at the stroke
of midnight, something peculiar happens to the un-numbered door next
to room twelve. And somebody – or something – is inside...

When twelve-year-old Rixon’s great-uncle leaves him the mysterious
Splinter Island in his will, Rixon can’t quite believe it. There’s only one
thing to do – go there and see it for himself. Alone. Splinter Island might
just hold the key to the future of the planet, in the form of four children
hidden away from society. But soon Rixon
and the others are fighting for their lives...

Read by Rosalind Steele

Read by Ewan Goddard
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Sylvia Bishop
Trouble In New York

John Hickman
Don’t Feed The Troll!

New York, 1969. Paperboy Jamie Creeden has always wanted to be a
reporter – so when he is given a tour of the famous Morning Yorker
newspaper offices, he can’t believe his luck. But a chance phone
call draws him into the mystery of a missing actress. Soon Jamie,
along with his new friends Eve and Rose,
must navigate a tense world of infamous
villains, double-crossing, and carefully
planted clues...

Jack lurves Chloe, as his best friend, Cora, puts it much to his
annoyance. Truth is though, he does. She’s not like any other girl at
school! But the course of true love never runs smoothly especially
when you’re a teenager! When Jack feels rejected, his disappointment
begins to manifest itself in something
more unpleasant than teenage acne and
sweaty armpits! A timely, cautionary tale
of the troubles of the internet, social media
and cyberbullying that will resonate with
today’s younger generation.

Read by Robert G. Slade

Read by Isaac Stanmore
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Jennifer Killick
Mo, Lottie And The Junkers

Clive Mantle
In The City Of Fortune And Flames

Mo’s life is turned upside down when he and his mum move in with
his new stepdad and stepsisters, Lottie and Sadie. The home he left
behind is just across the street, and there’s something not quite right
about the new occupant. Other strange people keep popping into his
life, too: a bonkers lollipop man, and a boy
called Jax. Lottie is determined to find out
exactly what’s going on, even if it makes
Mo mad, and even if it leads them both
into serious danger...

The mysterious world map on Freddie Malone’s bedroom wall ripples
into life and the swirling vortex begins to form, but is Freddie prepared
for where – and when – it will take him? Stalked through time by the
menacing, shrouded figure of the Collector, can Freddie and his friends
outwit their enemies and save history?

Read by Annabel Brook
& Harry Lister Smith

Read by Clive Mantle
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Dave Cousins
My Robot’s Gone Wild

Libby Scott & Rebecca Westcott
Do You Know Me?

Jake and Jess are on their way to Scotland to visit Robin, their robot
babysitter, who’s been hiding out near a remote loch with Grandma. Jake
can’t wait to see his favourite robot but is shocked by how much he’s
changed. Robin now spends most of his time camouflaged in bushes and
can light a fire with a click of his fingers –
he’s gone wild! But when Grandma ropes
the trio into a plan to catch a local gang of
thieves in the act, it looks like Robin’s new
skills might just save the day...

Tally is autistic and proud. She used to feel like she had to hide her
autism, although now she’s determined to make sure people see who
she really is. But now Tally has a new worry: her school trip. That means
new places, new people and new challenges. She quickly falls in with the
popular girls – but she knows that if she
wants to fit in, she mustn’t let her autism
show. And it’s not long before she realises
that they aren’t very kind. Will Tally find the
strength to stand up for herself and others,
or will she stay quiet?

Read by Peter Kenny

Read by Bailey Carr
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Ally Sherrick
The Queen’s Fool

Lucy Strange
The Ghost Of Gosswater

Cat Sparrow is on the road. She’s following her sister, Meg, who was
torn from their convent home and sent to London. But Cat isn’t like
other people – she thinks differently – and for a girl like her the world
holds many perils. Luckily she befriends a young actor, Jacques, and
together they follow Meg’s trail to a
wondrous place called the Field of Cloth
of Gold. But here, they discover that the
kingdoms of England and France are both
in terrible danger...

The Lake District, 1899. Twelve-year-old Lady Agatha Asquith is in turmoil.
Her father, the Earl of Gosswater, is dead, and cruel Cousin Clarence has
inherited everything. Agatha is cast out of Gosswater Hall to live in a
small cottage with Thomas Walters – a stranger who claims to be her real
father. On the last day of the year, when
The Times
Best Child
the clock strikes midnight, a mysterious girl
ren’s
Books of
2020
of light creeps through the crack in time;
she will not rest until the dark, terrible
secrets of the past have been revealed...

Read by Charlotte Strevens

Read by Lucy Strange
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Read by Annie Aldington

Audio

Meg Hutchinson
Abel’s Daughter

Meg Hutchinson
A Handful of Silver

Shocked beyond measure at her wrongful imprisonment, Phoebe Pardoe
finds it hard to adjust to the harshness of life in the infamous Handsworth
Prison. She struggles to maintain her unconquered spirit, little suspecting
that her arrest is the work of her jealous Aunt Annie. Phoebe has a
guardian angel in the form of Sir William
Dartmouth, who eventually engineers her
release. But even so, cruelly disinherited,
Phoebe must strive to make a living for
herself in a man’s world.

Banished from her father’s home, wheelchair-bound Esther Kerral is
horrified when he forces her into an arranged marriage with Morgan
Cosmore, the son of a local factory owner. Both fathers hope the union
will save their ailing businesses; little do they know that each is as
bankrupt as the other. Poor Esther must
struggle as best she can not only to survive
a loveless marriage, but also to build up a
business of her own in a man’s world.

10 hours 25 minutes

11 hours 50 minutes
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Meg Hutchinson
A Promise Given

Meg Hutchinson
Bitter Seed

Accused of killing her brother, Rachel Cade is sent to the workhouse to
await trial. There, handsome landowner Jared Lytton comes to her rescue.
Despite being vindicated, Rachel is forced to leave the village. She meets
the widow Beulah Thomas and her son William. Working on their farm,
she is treated with kindness and when
William asks for her hand in marriage, she
agrees. But Rachel cannot forget Jared
Lytton, whose path seems destined to
cross hers.

Having suffered much cruelty at the hands of her father, Isabel Kenton
is shocked to hear after his death that he was not her real father. Isabel
inherits their house while her twin brother Mark is left the family steel
works. But when World War I breaks out, Mark joins the RAF, and
Isabel must take responsibility for the
management of the business. Struggling
to keep the business alive, she must also
discover who she really is.
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Meg Hutchinson
A Love Forbidden

Meg Hutchinson
Pit Bank Wench

Robbed of marriage to the man she loved, Leah Bryce rears his daughter
Miriam as her own. But her desire for vengeance leads her to treat the
girl with extreme cruelty. Leah’s son Ralph has always loved the girl he
believes to be his sister, and fights to subdue feelings that are more
than brotherly. Only when Leah’s malign
influence is removed forever can Miriam
overcome the horrors of her girlhood to
find love and joy at last.

Emma Price is only a pit bank wench, but she wins the love of Paul
Felton, younger brother of the colliery owner. Carver Felton has no
intention of seeing his brother throw away his future and rapes Emma,
leaving her pregnant. Emma is taken in by butcher Samuel Hollington
and his wife and gives birth to her son.
But once Carver Felton has achieved his
business ambitions, he turns his attentions
to finding an heir to the Felton fortune...
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